[PT04] Gwangju - City of Light Suncheon, Yeosu - Korea's Ecological City

▶ Gwangju is a city of the sun and light. Gwangju’s worldwide reputation as a city of arts. With the Asia Culture Center (ACC) having opened to the public in November 2015, Gwangju has secured Asia’s cultural stronghold emerging as a window of Asian culture to the world.

Product Code PT04

Gwangju, Suncheon, Yeosu
2017/09/09-2017/09/10
1N2D
Minimum Pax 20 persons

Sightseeing

$ 400 /1 person

Book

Request a Quotation

List

Introduction of Tour

Asia Culture Complex is a multicultural facility themed around Asian culture, including creativity, exhibition, and performance. It consists of ACC Culture Exchange, ACC Theater, ACC Gallery, ACC Archives & Research, ACC Children and other various cultural facilities that showcase the unique culture and experienced of Asian cultures.

Introduction of Tour

[Sonneumwon Garden]

Sonneumwon Garden is a private garden from the Joseon Period where the beauty of traditional Korea is preserved. It was built by Yang Gwan-Bi (1709-1774) after he gave up his studies when his mentor, Jo Gwang-do (1742-1818) was killed during a political intrigue. Sonneumwon Garden presents itself as a clean and transparent garden. Here, the light and shade expose the life of an aristocrat being comfortable and poverty, and taking pleasure in an honest lifestyle surrounded by a bamboo grove.

Introduction of Tour

[Neosu Expo Ocean Park]

Neosu Expo Ocean Park is where one can stroll along the sea, where the waterfront park is located close by. Take part in dreamy marine shows and sports programs, watch the world’s only multimedia BSC Ocean and get2conditioned as a guest house just like a home away from home. In addition, the establishment offers facilities that could host both international and small scale meetings, exhibition halls, seminar rooms as well as events.

Introduction of Tour

[Suncheonman Bay Wetland Reserve]

The field in Suncheonman Bay is thickly covered with reeds taller than a full-grown man. It is the biggest colony of reeds in Korea. The image of the entire field swaying in the wind is as dazzling as waves on the sea.
Inclusion / Exclusion

Itinerary

Know Before You Book

Know Before You Book

* Notice
  - Pick up at Coex
  - After booking, reservation confirmation voucher Check Required
  - Child fare same as adult fare (Under 3 years is free).
  - In case of cancellation of travel , a full refund for three or more days prior to departure.
  - Stand by guide: Before departure 2-3 days prior to departure.
  - Departure guide Email: departure 1day, before 18hour product reservation send an E-mail.
  - Please confirm cancellation policy and charge fee

* Cancellation Policy
  - Depending on the payment system, you can cancel this month based on the settlement date, but, can't be canceled from the next month.
  - Please make a careful decision and ask for a payment